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Disclaimer 
As cryptocurrencies are a new concept, please keep in mind that all related plans and goals are subject to current and 

future regulatory changes and the associated restrictions. While GoneTrippin Inc has every intention to realize the vision laid 
out in this whitepaper, due to the nature of this exciting new technology, nothing herein constitutes a guarantee. The 
cryptocurrency industry as a whole is very much in its infancy and will likely go through many changes in the coming years. 
GoneTrippin Inc will work hard to navigate the changing landscape to reach the goals described in this whitepaper, but, because 
of various uncertainties outside of GoneTrippin Inc’s control, GoneTrippin Inc cannot make any promises. Please read this 
document carefully, along with all other GoneTrippin communications and updates, before becoming a member or early 
contributor. This whitepaper is not a legally binding document and should not be used as such. 
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Introduction 
While attending college in Idaho, Ren Garner had many opportunities to 

experience and explore the outdoors. It became an escape from the stresses of school, 
work, and everyday life. After receiving many calls from family and friends asking for 
information on outdoor locations, places to eat, hiking trails, and other related activities, 
he realized there was a need for resources to help travelers plan an adventure. The 
resources available for novice adventure seekers did not seem to solve concerns or calm 
fears of the unknown for cautious travelers. He set out to develop a simple trip planning 
tool that could help families and individuals, especially those with little traveling 
experience, create memorable road trips. From Ren’s ideas surrounding these unrealized 
needs came the earliest vision that would eventually be called GoneTrippin, a 
revolutionary new tool that would not merely be an app but also a platform and an 
ecosystem. 

As GoneTrippin™ made progress, Ren realized that opportunities to showcase 
small businesses and local outfitters would enhance the trip planning experience of the 
user and help those businesses grow. Travel is currently an 8 trillion-dollar industry and 
now, more than ever, the industry struggles in providing sufficient opportunities for small 
businesses to shine. Having no coding experience, Ren reached out to Joseph Limb, a 
talented programmer. Together, they have been developing a web application that truly 
allows users to customize road trips, weekend getaways, and exploration of their 
surroundings. In 2017, Accendo Software acquired GoneTrippin, and a team was 
assembled to bring the application to market. 

GoneTrippin’s revolutionary platform and ecosystem have been created to make 
every trip an adventure™. The ecosystem is comprised of an intricate yet elegantly 
connected web of vendors (like small businesses), known as “providers”, the travelers (or 
customers) themselves referred to as “users”. The app itself is the center of this 
ecosystem and the nexus through which providers and users can easily interact. Through 
the app, travelers and small businesses will experience a new level of interconnectivity 
that combines the ease of a mobile platform with the safety and peace of mind that 
surpasses traditional financial transactions. GoneTrippin was created with cautious 
travelers, families, solo adventurers, park rangers, pet owners, bicyclists, weekend 
warriors, road tripping friends, and many other types of explorers in mind. Connecting all 
of these groups to businesses eager to serve a larger audience is not an easy task, but 
at GoneTrippin Inc, we have designed the GoneTrippin platform with seamless, easy-to-
use functionality at its core. 
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Travel Industry Problems 
Travel is made possible by transactions between travelers and the businesses providing goods and 

services to those travelers. Booking a transportation ticket, visiting a national park, and eating at a local diner 
are typical transactions while traveling. The travel industry is certainly thriving throughout the world having 
had gone through many transformations over the years. The most recent dramatic change was the rise of 
the Internet and the resultant shift of much of the industry to the world wide web. Yet, many problems still 
remain that affect both the travelers as well as the businesses.  

Problems Facing Small Business Owners 

Sustainability  
Historically, travel transaction systems have been designed to benefit the middleman. Large 

corporations currently dominate each aspect of travel and use their position to push small businesses out of 
an industry for which they are, traditionally, the majority.1 These small business owners are left with a choice 
of being left behind technologically or paying outrageous fees, and these fees end up being passed onto their 
customers in order for these struggling businesses to stay competitive. The ramifications of this trend are far-
reaching, and both small business owners and customers are impacted. 
 In the past, small business owners have been left behind or forced to pay disproportionate costs to 
stay relevant. Beyond licensing and transaction fees, small businesses have to advertise and maintain their 
brand in an increasingly digital world. While the dominance of the Internet and the introduction of social media 
may seemingly help businesses connect with more customers, these platforms require time and resources 
that they don’t possess. Nearly half of small business owners manage their own social media and Internet 
outreach efforts themselves.2 Aside from the difficulties of connecting with customers, small business owners 
have to vigilantly defend their business from unfair or fraudulent bad reviews and Internet-based scams. 

Exposure  
 Marketing can be a frightening prospect for business owners, especially smaller organizations. Most 
small business owners find that they’re unable to cover their advertising needs adequately; in fact, more than 
64% of small business owners don’t believe that they are marketing effectively.3 Inadequate marketing can 
have a significant impact on a business’ ability to reach new customers and generate an appropriate return 
on investment. Beyond that, these small business owners are vulnerable to predatory practices from 
consultants that range from overpriced subscription plans to overt scams.4  

Reviews 
As if these issues weren’t enough, with the rising ubiquity of Internet interconnectivity, small 

businesses now have to deal with an influx of publicly-visible, negative reviews. Of course, some reviews are 
legitimate complaints, but often such reviews are written and posted with no evidence to prove their veracity. 
In the current digital world, this can cause serious issues. Today, 85% of consumers say they trust online 
reviews as much as a personal recommendation, and 79% claim to have spotted a fake review in the last 
year.5 
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Fees 
Transaction fees associated with accepting credit cards mean that businesses have to forgo either 

revenue or customers. These fees are usually between 2-3% and often include an additional flat fee.6 Some 
businesses elect to not accept credit cards at all, but this leads them to potentially miss out on almost two-
thirds of the market.7 A business owner that is looking to sign a contract with even a major credit card 
company or open a merchant account with their local bank is faced with severe application times, rejections, 
and fees.  

Fraud 
 Far too often, businesses have to deal with chargebacks, counterfeits, and con artists. Mitigating 
losses from fraud comes at its own price, and even still, small business owners lose about 5% of their revenue 
annually.8 Simple disputes can mean an arduous process to retrieve owed funds and often the business, in 
the end, is not compensated. The simple truth is: Small business owners need a better way of interacting 
with customers from the beginning to the end of a transaction. 

Problems Facing Travelers 
 While small businesses are particularly vulnerable to loss of revenue on account of fraud, consumers 
can find themselves the victim of countless scams when dealing with businesses on and off the web.9 
Customers have to be increasingly cautious as they navigate the various marketplaces they interact with on 
a daily basis.10 The travel industry can be uniquely prone to fraud, especially while continuously adjusting to 
an increasingly mobile world.11 Beyond fraud, customers can be forced into a position where they must trust 
that they’ll get what they paid for without guarantee or assurance. 

Identity Theft 
Techniques like credit card skimming have made such transactions worrying for customers. In spite 

of industry changes, credit cards still lack the needed measures to prevent fraud.12 The current systems 
around credit card usage are full of trade-offs and compromises that have ultimately caused the consumer 
and the business owner to suffer without decreasing the likelihood of falling prey to an attack. 

Ways to Pay 
 Some businesses, in an attempt to manage the issues associated with paying with credit cards, only 
accept payments with cash. This can be an issue for customers, especially when traveling, because it 
requires they carry all of the money they plan on spending or find and pay ATM withdrawal fees. Businesses 
can take checks, but they have to accept the risk of it bouncing or being completely fake. This is cumbersome 
to the business and the customer, but currently there is no other way for customers to pay. 

Transaction Trust 
 Small business owners have to concern themselves with how and when they will receive a 
customer’s payment, but customers cannot be sure that they will always get what they paid for. Especially 
when a customer pays with cash, it can be impossible to get refunds on goods and services improperly 
rendered. The trust consumers have to place in businesses was what made online reviews so attractive to 
customers, but customers have since become wary of five-star reviews, which in turn, has caused a strange 
“race to the middle” for businesses.13 Consumers often turn to friends or family for advice in order to lower 
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their risk, but this is not an easy task on a road trip. They are ultimately forced to take a leap of faith that the 
road ahead will not be a rocky one. 

When a customer deals with a big chain store, they can normally be confident that they will get what 
they paid for and feel safe during the transaction. When visiting a small business in a new town, however, 
customers often do not know what to expect. An adventurous individual may not mind the “unknown”, but to 
a safety-conscious parent, this risk can be discouraging. 

Finding, Not Searching 
 Information is a traveler’s greatest tool when planning a trip. Far beyond how to reach their desired 
location, travelers also want to know what activities are available, the varieties of food offered, and whether 
or not a given establishment is kid-friendly, not to mention numerous other important details such as the 
availability of WiFi. The Internet has created a medium for individuals to share their knowledge for businesses 
to explain in detail the experience they offer, but this data can become buried or obsolete quickly, making 
useful searches difficult. Travelers can discover dozens of truly unique businesses and attractions on a single 
trip, but they risk wasting time and money if they rely merely on trial-and-error. Current avenues for staying 
informed during a trip are often unreliable, littered with outdated information and unverified user reviews.  

Data Turnover 
 While there are many issues facing consumers and business owners, especially in the travel industry, 
there is a critical problem that impacts websites and apps designed for this segment of the economy. Globally, 
there is a constant effort to aggregate and maintain location information. Finding new locations to add and 
maintaining the records of hundreds of thousands of businesses, attractions, and events is a burdensome 
task, to say the least. For any location-based application, ensuring that information is up-to-date is impossible 
to do alone. The end result is many data sources are rendered obsolete. 

The effects of these issues on travelers and business owners are far reaching. Travelers are using 
bad data to make travel decisions, and businesses are losing potential customers as a consequence. Keeping 
a business’ information accurate is an arduous task for many small business owners, and the travel industry 
to date does not assist them enough in this effort. 
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The GoneTrippin Solution 
 The myriad of issues that business owners and consumers face, especially in the travel industry, are 
long overdue for a solution. GoneTrippin provides that solution, utilizing a tested development strategy to 
implement and maintain this new platform. Small business owners want to get back to what’s important, not 
have to deal with credit cards or online marketing. travelers would rather return to their journey instead of 
feeling desperately stuck.  
 
Both groups are looking for each other... GoneTrippin brings them together. 
 

GoneTrippin is poised to create a win-win-win ecosystem, improving the experience of customers 
and business owners while pushing the entire travel experience into a new age. The GoneTrippin application 
will create the ease-of-use that travelers want and the exposure that small businesses need. The GoneTrippin 
platform will allow users to plan trips, see cost estimates, find locations that meet their unique standards, and 
pay for goods and services through the power of smart contracts and blockchain technology.  

The incentives for small business owners to take part in the GoneTrippin ecosystem can’t be 
overstated. Business owners that partner with GoneTrippin are referred to as providers; these providers 
unlock the amazing potential of the next generation of innovations and are placed at the forefront, providing 
them with much-needed exposure. By utilizing the latest technology and co-oping with small businesses, 
GoneTrippin changes the road trip experience for both users and providers.  

The GoneTrippin Platform 
 The GoneTrippin platform, which users and providers 
interact with using the app, was designed to be simple and easy to 
interact with while incorporating the security of Ethereum’s 
blockchain. This ease-of-access and additional security empowers 
users and providers to connect with others and their surroundings like 
never before. 
 Features of the app have the shared purpose of improving 
the user’s experience throughout the entire platform while 
simultaneously maintaining the health of the ecosystem. Certain, 
specialized features are for specific groups, but much of the core 
functionality was designed for both users and providers. Fraud 
protection, seamless payments, and provider information are 
some of these features that constitute the foundation of the 
GoneTrippin platform. Already in development and free to all users, 
GoneTrippin’s travel companion application will be available on 
Android, IOS, and as a website application.  
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Provider Features 
 Small business owners are paramount to the GoneTrippin platform. Their experience interacting with 
the platform has been carefully configured to maximize their exposure to customers, their revenue, and their 
overall enjoyment when using the app. 

Greater Exposure 
 The first major benefit that providers on the GoneTrippin platform see is a simple, unique, 
customizable page dedicated to their location. Providers can update any information found on their page 
which is kept free of competitors’ advertisements. Advertisements for a competitor only serve to drive traffic 
away from the business; instead, GoneTrippin highlights complementary local businesses that benefit the 
community as a whole. A local diner may be the perfect way to end a day at the movies for a traveling family, 
and with GoneTrippin, the local diner helps drive users to the nearby theater and vice versa. This benefits 
the community, the local businesses, and the user.  

Better Feedback 
Bad reviews can drive customers away from a business as well. These reviews can be detrimental 

to a small business’ ability to gain the trust of new customers, and often times, there is nothing the business 
can do to correct the issue. GoneTrippin will help providers to rectify problems by working one-on-one with 
them regarding any feedback they receive, if they choose. With GoneTrippin, providers can learn potential 
ways to avoid issues, change information on their page to better prepare customers’ expectations, or even 
issue partial or full refunds. GoneTrippin providers have opportunities to stop a bad customer experience 
before it happens. 

More Secure 
 Security is a major concern for small business owners, and it was a top priority for GoneTrippin Inc 
when designing the platform. The power of blockchain technology can drastically change the way people 
connect to each other over the Internet, especially as it relates to security.14 The interactions that take place 
on the GoneTrippin platform utilize blockchain technology to revolutionize how customers and business 
owners interact. Providers gain access to a secure and easy-to-use system for accepting orders, feedback, 
and payments. 

Easier Payments 
 Successfully receiving a payment for goods and services is an essential function that businesses 
must perform. GoneTrippin providers have a hassle-free way to receive 
payments from customers or even other cryptocurrencies with relative ease. 
The GoneTrippin platform converts global fiat currencies and accepted 
cryptocurrencies into usable GoneTrippin tokens (GTs) at a fraction of the 
time of traditional back transactions. This allows business owners to receive 
payments more easily, so they can instead focus on their business.  

Lower Fees 
 Providers can access all of the above tools and features for less 
transaction fees than traditional financial institutions by accepting GTs. This means more cash in the 
providers’ hands that can be passed on to the users. These discounts, on top of incredible ease-of-use, drive 
additional users and providers to the platform creating a win-win-win for the ecosystem as a whole.  
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User Features 
 The GoneTrippin platform was truly designed to make every trip an adventureTM. A road trip is not 
only about the destination but everything in between, and GoneTrippin Inc is, first and foremost, a road trip 
company. GoneTrippin gives every user the ability to discover new experiences among the millions of unique 
businesses, sights, and attractions out there. 

The user interface was specially engineered to optimize the user’s ability to make every trip and 
adventure. The user will be able to utilize the Android, IOS or web application to plan, pay for and go on the 
adventures they’ve been dreaming of. 

Trip Planning Made Easy 
 The GoneTrippin app assists trip planners by suggesting complementary locations, helping users 
stay within their budget, and even note important and remarkable information about the trip. The so-called 
“cautious traveler” is the largest group of roadtrippers.15 By keeping the user as informed as possible, the 
app helps ensure road trips exceed expectations, ultimately allowing the user to try new and exciting things 
while feeling safe and supported. 

Meaningful Searching 
 The first location a user searches when they begin planning their trip could be the end of their journey, 
the first stop on the road, or anywhere in between. The GoneTrippin app allows users to search along their 
route to fill their trip with memories, not just miles. An endless list of categories, aneminities, and tags 
makes finding the perfect next location even easier. 

Safety First 
 The vulnerability of handing over a credit card or personal information to a business 
can be a worrisome undertaking for customers. Paying with GoneTrippin’s very own 
cryptocurrency: GTs, a user can have peace of mind when in a financial transaction. By 
utilizing blockchain technology, the GoneTrippin platform allows customers to pay right from 
the app without needing to share sensitive information.  

By using GoneTrippin’s integrated payment system, users can receive both 
discounts and better provider service due to the enhanced reassurance that GoneTrippin 
offers to providers. Users are also able to rest easy knowing that their payment information 
is safe from others due to the intrinsic nature of blockchain contracts. 

More Ways to Pay 
 The versatility of the GT on the GoneTrippin platform gives users far more choices when making 
payments. The mobile app not only allows users to plan trips, find new locations, and securely pay, it also 
enables users to buy GTs with several different crypto and fiat currencies. This means GoneTrippin users 
have the ability to pay for goods and services using their preferred method. The GoneTrippin app educates 
and empowers users at every stage of their experience. 

Rewarded Trippin 
Users embarking on their trips are rewarded for the contributions they make to the platform and also 

receive loyalty rewards for visiting GoneTrippin providers. 
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The GoneTrippin Ecosystem 
 GoneTrippin’s platform is built on an ecosystem of users, providers, and the services offered, and 
deployed by a combination of carefully designed algorithms in harmony with a co-op team.  
 

Provider Co-op 
 Providers can benefit from the many features listed previously in this whitepaper, but the advantages they 
receive with their involvement continue beyond the app. By accepting GTs, providers receive their payments almost 
instantaneously at the end of each successful transaction and exchanging tokens into fiat currency is simple and quick. 
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Co-op Services 
A team of experts facilitates the interactions between providers and the array of tools and technologies on the 

GoneTrippin platform. The provider’s experience is crucial to the success and health of the ecosystem, so the team is 
there to make the co-op between businesses and GoneTrippin Inc positive and profitable. 
Providing advice, solving technical issues, orchestrating content changes, and increasing 
exposure are just some of the ways GoneTrippin helps providers do what they do best. In-
app information helps GoneTrippin users find new locations, but in order to reach a wider 
audience, GoneTrippin also deploys a video marketing campaign called GoneTrippin TV. 

GoneTrippin TV 
GoneTrippin TV is a companion of the GoneTrippin website and platform, 

highlighting all aspects of a trip, including cuisine, lodgings, attractions, and outfitter experiences, all from a family’s 
perspective. This helps GoneTrippin showcase local businesses while also introducing new users and providers to the 
platform. 

AI Powered Transaction Manager 
 One of the most frightening aspects of accepting cryptocurrencies, like Bitcoin, is the volatility of the 
surrounding market. Minor fluctuations can cause the price to rise or fall by hundreds of dollars. This can be too much 
of a risk for small business owners who need a stable currency between time of purchase and receiving a payment. 
GoneTrippin’s proprietary AI has been designed to allow users to maintain their purchasing power and providers to get 
the value of the goods and services they provided without worrying about the market.  

Market Driven Exchange 
 Traditionally, cryptocurrencies are reliant on a burdensome process of trading coins and tokens on 
exchanges. While this is acceptable to some, it can be far too intimidating for general usage.  

GoneTrippin’s platform eases this market interaction by facilitating the process and allowing all transactions 
to take place directly in the GoneTrippin application. This allows users and providers from all walks of life to get involved 
in this exciting new technology without needing to learn all of the intricate details. 

Reward Program 
 The GT is not only available to users who exchange other currencies, but it can also be earned through the 
app. Keeping up-to-date information on millions of unique locations is too big of a task for any one organization, but by 
utilizing user aggregated data and other data sources, GoneTrippin Inc is able to maintain the enormous amount of 
data needed.  

After the Token is integrated, GoneTrippin’s platform incentivizes the collection of this data by offering GT 
rewards to users whose suggestions are accepted. This allows the platform to grow and change as locations evolve 
while giving users more buying power. These GTs can be used with providers or exchanged on a market. The rewards 
are monitored by the GoneTrippin AI and released according to a strict schedule with hard caps to safeguard the 
integrity of the Token.  
 
 

The GoneTrippin Token 
 GoneTrippin’s cryptocurrency, the GT, is an Ethereum-based utility token. It follows the ERC-20 
token standard to facilitate widespread adoption and ease of use. The GT empowers the platform to operate 
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quickly, safely, and in a way that is fair to all parties involved. For more information, including our smart 
contract, visit our GitHub at: https://github.com/GoneTrippin/token.  

Token Integrity 
The integrity of the GT is paramount to its success within the ecosystem. The GoneTrippin platform 

provides a seamless experience to both users and providers as they utilize the GT, increasing its strength. 
To accomplish this, the launch of the GT is coupled with a sophisticated AI to assist with user-to-provider 
transactions. 
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A Closer look at the Travel Industry 
 There are few industries as large and influential as the travel industry. Tourism and travel accounted 
for over 10 percent of the global GDP in 2017 and were responsible for one-in-ten jobs internationally.16 This 
is an absolutely gigantic industry that is, by definition, spread across the world. Globally, travel is an almost 
8 trillion-dollar industry and the United States made up approximately 1.5 trillion of that total.17  
 The United States has the biggest piece of the global industry market and is second only to France 
when it comes to international visitors.18 However, what truly sets the US apart from the rest of the world in 
regard to travel is the ubiquity of domestic travel. Nearly all (98%) of American travelers stay within the United 
States and nine out of ten of those trips are done using only a personal vehicle.19 This makes the US an ideal 
starting point for the GoneTrippin platform. 

Target Audiences 
 GoneTrippin was designed to connect travelers and business owners like never before. Solving the 
major issues each group experiences, the platform can reach far beyond the travel industry and into the 
hands of users and providers from all walks of life. To reach this goal, specific audiences have been identified 
as initial targets for GoneTrippin. 
 The cautious traveler is a triptaker that values staying informed above all else. This traveler is 
looking for destinations that meet their needs and has plentiful information available, so they are not 
unpleasantly surprised upon arrival. This demographic is a focus for GoneTrippin Inc because of their size 
and the fact that their needs mirror the needs of small business owners. Maintaining information online can 
be a serious issue for small businesses and can take time and resources away from daily operations. By 
focusing on meeting the needs of cautious travelers, the GoneTrippin platform can serve small businesses 
in a major way. 
 Adventure seekers are spontaneous, always on the move, and looking for the next discovery. They 
are searching for a unique experience and are generally willing to go the extra mile to find something new. 
The spirit of the adventure seeker was the original inspiration for GoneTrippin and remains the core focus of 
the platform both functionally and aesthetically. These travelers stand to be extremely beneficial to providers, 
especially small business owners that are looking for greater exposure. There are travelers and businesses 
that are tirelessly searching for each other, GoneTrippin is designed to connect them. 
 Traveling families, one of the largest demographics in the travel industry, have many needs to meet 
while on a trip. Families want to be able to find businesses that meet their unique expectations, access 
whether it is family-friendly, and fit it into an already busy schedule. By providing the proper information and 
an interface that allows a parent to get the answers they are looking for, the GoneTrippin platform will become 
an integral part of family trips. Families do not always have many opportunities to travel, so when they do 
they would likely rather not spend their time on a phone. GoneTrippin was designed with busy parents in 
mind so they can spend less time planning and more time with family. 
 Small business owners are crucial to the GoneTrippin ecosystem and are, therefore, at the forefront 
of development and marketing efforts. Owners that find themselves in particular need of information 
verification, better exposure, or lower processing fees are the target market to begin. These potential 
providers have the greatest need for the proprietary solutions GoneTrippin Inc offers. 
 Traveling is something almost everyone does. Whether it is for business, a vacation, visiting friends 
and family, or for a nonlocal event, everyone finds themselves on the road, or at least traveling, at some 
point. GoneTrippin is a company for travelers, and while the focus is the aforementioned groups, the platform 
has been designed for anyone looking to make an adventure out of their next trip. 
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Competitor Analysis  
Roadtrippers  

RoadTrippers.com is a main competitor for the GoneTrippin app. They offer services that include: 
custom listing, booking, and analytics while providing a trip-planner to users. They do not actively work with 
small businesses but do offer a paid listing. Although they have an app, RoadTrippers.com is primarily 
website oriented. Through their website, users can search for locations to plan a trip, but these searches are 
often crowded by chain locations. The majority of local business content on RoadTrippers.com is outdated. 
They use a large number of banner ads throughout their website and even advertise nearby locations, that 
are often competitors to the business, on the location’s page. Roadtrippers has no associated cryptocurrency 
and has no public plans to incorporate blockchain technology or accept cryptocurrency payments at this time. 

 
Google Trips 

Google Trips offers a trip planner based on their API, powered mainly by reviews and basic location 
information. Users are able to search destinations for things to do and places to eat but Google Trips does 
not actively promote businesses along the user’s route. Results and functions are based solely on Google 
API, which gives users a few more details about the location including: name, address, phone number, hours 
of operation, busy times, and Google reviews. Currently, there is no way to process transactions with Google 
Trips and it offers no additional tools. Google has no associated cryptocurrency and has no public plans to 
incorporate blockchain technology or accept cryptocurrency payments at this time. 
 
TravelFlex 
 TravelFlex is a coin that has recently hit the cryptocurrency scene. Their goal is to replace all other 
payment methods with their coin, not just travel expenses. This is similar in nature to one aspect of 
GoneTrippin. GoneTrippin hopes to help small businesses by streamlining their transactions with the use of 
cryptocurrencies within a platform. By creating an app and an ecosystem along with the token, GoneTrippin 
is in a better position to get in the hands of users and providers. GoneTrippin goes beyond solving transaction 
headaches for businesses by supplementing the use of GTs within a complete travel app for all users. 
Providers do not only get the benefits of cryptocurrency, they also get support and exposure by being a part 
of the GoneTrippin co-op. 
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GoneTrippin’s Roadmap 
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Development Roadmap 
GoneTrippin’s team utilizes a continuous development strategy to ensure continual development and 

deliver features to both users and providers. The development process has been under way since 2014 and 
picked up steam in Fall 2017 when Accendo allocated dedicated resources to the project. Using agile 
methodologies, GoneTrippin’s development milestones occur in small, testable iterations. Beyond these 
iterated releases, GoneTrippin has two major general releases scheduled. 

General Release 
The general release is being made available on Android, IOS, and the web in July 2018. The release 

includes app features to plan a day outing or a full roadtrip, the ability to search and filter for local businesses 
and nearby attractions. Before the token release occurs, the GoneTrippin team will continue to add features 
and changes based on user and provider feedback. 

Token Release 
The token release, scheduled for early 2019, will bring the GoneTrippin Token into the established 

ecosystem for an integrated purchasing system which includes the ability to interact with providers through 
the platform. 

Down the Road 
GoneTrippin Inc will never cease developing and enhancing this platform after the initial releases. 

Ongoing user feedback will continually help guide development during each step. GoneTrippin Inc plans to 
grow its reach beyond the United States and expand the acceptance of GTs across platforms and markets. 
As part of GoneTrippin’s long term goals, a charity will be founded that shall focus on bringing adventures 
similar to those fostered by GoneTrippin to those that would otherwise lack the means or ability to travel. 
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GoneTrippin Membership Enrollment ICO 
In order to achieve GoneTrippin Inc’s vision, a Membership Enrollment campaign is being launched. 

Members who enroll during this campaign receive enrollment perks including GoneTrippin merchandise and 
GTs. The goal is to enroll members so that the total membership funds collected reach $50 million to actualize 
the vision of GoneTrippin’s ecosystem. Funding raised above or below this target goal may impact the current 
project timeline. Proceeds from the membership enrollment campaign will be according to the following 
breakdown: 

Membership Funds Allocation 
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Development 
 10% of the membership funds raised goes towards completion of the App and Token. 

Operations 
 15% of the membership funds is used to cover operational expenses.  

AI Team 
5% goes to funding a team to build GoneTrippin’s AI. A substantial part of what makes GoneTrippin 

a great trip planning platform is the sophisticated AI that is utilized in GoneTrippin’s search systems and 
transaction management. 

Legal 
 5% is used to pay for GoneTrippin Inc’s legal expenses. 

Security Team 
5% is used to fund a team to manage the security of GoneTrippin’s systems. Wherever personal 

information or finances are concerned, security and confidentiality are given the highest priority. 

GoneTrippin Ecosystem Build Out 
 45% of all funding raised is used to acquire more users and providers on the platform. This is 
paramount to the future strength of the ecosystem and the GT. 

AI Cash Pool 
15% of the membership funds enters a pool to be utilized by GoneTrippin’s proprietary AI to assist 

in subsidizing and assisting user-to-provider transactions. 
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Token Distribution 
To allow enough circulating tokens for GoneTrippin’s ecosystem to thrive, a total of 10 billion GTs 

have been created; no more will ever be created. The tokens are to be allocated as follows: 
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Membership Enrollment ICO  
20% of the total tokens created are available to accredited investors during a Pre-Sale and are given 

as perks during the initial Membership Enrollment ICO campaign. Tokens distributed during this campaign 
are available for public trading on the market starting shortly after the end of the membership enrollment and 
once SEC security token registration has been completed. 

Founders 
10% of the total tokens created are to be distributed to the founding team. These tokens are vested 

at a rate of 25% per quarter, beginning a year from the end of the membership enrollment campaign, for a 
total of 2 years vesting period. 

GoneTrippin AI Pool 
10% of the total tokens created go into a pool that the GoneTrippin’s proprietary AI uses to assist in 

user and provider transactions.  

GoneTrippin Philanthropic Foundation 
 5% of the total tokens created are to be released for the establishment and maintenance of 
GoneTrippin’s future charity initiative. These tokens are vested at a rate of 25% per quarter, beginning a year 
from the end of the membership enrollment campaign, for a total of 2 years vesting period. 

Advisors 
5% of the total tokens created are to be available to GoneTrippin Advisors and early contributors of 

the project. These tokens are vested at a rate of 50% per 90 days, beginning from the end of the membership 
enrollment campaign, for a total of 180 days vesting period. 

Reward Pool 
45% of the total tokens created are to be placed in a reward pool to be distributed for accepted 

location information changes, user loyalty rewards, and other related platform promotions. These rewards 
are administered by the GoneTrippin AI under a yearly, hard cap of 5%; this cap can be raised to 10% only 
if GoneTrippin’s growth achieves or exceeds 100% in any given 6-month period. 

Initial User Acquisition 
 5% of the total tokens created will be reserved for sale to initial users. These tokens will give the 
ecosystem a starting flow of GTs. 
 
For the purpose of these distributions, the end of the Membership Enrollment ICO campaign period, as it 
relates to vesting, refers to either the official end of the membership enrollment campaign, as announced by 
GoneTrippin, Inc., or the public availability of the GT on an exchange. 
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Pre-Sale 
 A Pre-Sale of GoneTrippin’s cryptocurrency is open to accredited investors before the public ICO 
begins. If the 20% of the tokens set aside for this sale are completely distributed during pre-sale, GoneTrippin 
Inc will not hold a public ICO but will instead push ahead with development and build-out of the ecosystem. 
Otherwise, the public ICO shall be started after a proper security token filing with the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC) has been completed. 

Membership Enrollment ICO Timeline 
 The GoneTrippin membership enrollment campaign is split into three phases, the Pre-Enrollment 
ICO, the General Enrollment ICO, and the Post-Enrollment. During the Pre-Enrollment and General 
Enrollment, additional GTs are given to members whose total contributions are $500 or more. The token 
bonus schedules are as follows: 

Pre-Enrollment ICO Bonuses 
Each pre-enrollment week has a total of 50 million GTs available to be distributed to club members. The 
bonuses are as follows: 

Week 1: 75% bonus GTs 
Week 2: 50% bonus GTs 
Week 3: 35% bonus GTs 
Week 4: 25% bonus GTs 

Enrollment ICO Bonuses  
Each enrollment ICO week has a total of 300 million GTs available to be distributed to club members. 
Bonuses are given as follows: 

Week 1: 22% bonus GTs 
Week 2: 18% bonus GTs 
Week 3: 14% bonus GTs 
Week 4: 10% bonus GTs 
Week 5: 6% bonus GTs 
Week 6: 3% bonus GTs 

Post-Enrollment ICO 
The post-enrollment period only begins if the target membership fund has not reached $50 million. 

The enrollment period shall continue without any further token bonuses until the target is reached or there 
are no more tokens to be distributed.  
 
Shortly after the enrollment campaign, the GT will be submitted to public exchanges for general trading 
after a proper security token filing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has been 
completed. 
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Club Membership 
Supporters are split into different groups that are each associated with a unique set of perks and 

bonuses as a ‘thank you’ for supporting GoneTrippin. 
Rewards for all club memberships include the perks from the previous tiers and clubs, except for the 

GT amounts which are distributed at a rate of 20 GTs for every U.S. dollar of value spent towards club 
membership. 
 

 
All shipped perks are optional. Free shipping is provided to recipients in the U.S. and Canada. Recipients 
outside of these countries may be required to pay shipping fees. 
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Future Club Membership Opportunities 
 Supporters that join during the Membership Enrollment ICO period will continue to benefit from their 
club membership into the future according to GoneTrippin’s membership rules and policies. Membership will 
grant supporters access to exclusive deals, better rewards, special offers, exclusive merchandise, invitations 
to events, and more. Members in the Pioneers Club and higher receive access to the GoneTrippin beta and 
will be the first users to experience the GoneTrippin platform. Their feedback will be invaluable during the life 
of GoneTrippin as we strive to improve the platform.  

Receiving GTs 

Membership Enrollment ICO Flow 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supporters that begin the process of joining a club will have their tokens placed in a public-facing 
escrow wallet until the end of their transaction. A transaction is complete when payment has been processed 
and all necessary information has been submitted and verified. Supporters can see their new GTs enter the 
escrow wallet and, after a short time, the tokens will transfer to the provided wallet. This is done to ensure 
supporters get their tokens and allow for any required KYC (Know Your Customer), AML (Anti Money 
Laundering) authentication, and clearance processes that need to take place.  
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Payment and KYC 
Each supporter of the platform whose total contributions exceed $100 is required to utilize a non-

credit card method of payment and submit a KYC form. All club memberships funded with credit cards and 
checks may take up to 90 days to process before perks can be received.  

Additional terms and conditions based on quantity, availability and payment method may apply. 
Whitelist today (link) to contribute immediately at the start of GoneTrippin Inc’s Membership Enrollment ICO. 

Token Distribution Process 
 Once payment is received and, if necessary, a KYC form has been submitted and accepted, the 
tokens in escrow are transferred to the provided supporter wallet. This process is built on a tried and true 
smart contract to hinder abuse and lower the likelihood of bugs. This allows us to focus on making becoming 
a member as simple as possible while increasing the security of the system. 

Refunds 
 Reversal of funds will trigger with a failed or incomplete KYC. Due to the nature of transferring 
cryptocurrencies, once funds have been processed and tokens are delivered to the provided supporter wallet, 
we cannot authorize a refund. Any transaction fees will be deducted from the refund. 
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Referral Program 
Club members have the opportunity to join in a referral-based drawing at the end of the enrollment 

ICO campaign. Supporters that refer others to GoneTrippin’s Membership Enrollment ICO will be entered 
into a drawing; for every $100 referred, referrers receive one entry in the drawing. 
 

The following rewards are a part of the Referral drawing: 
• A trip with both the product manager, Ren Garner, and the CEO, Dr. Saiid Paryavi, to Glacier 

National Park (1 available) 
• GoneTrippin Mountain Bike (3 available) 
• GoneTrippin Paddle Board (5 available) 
• 50,000 GTs (10 available) 

 
Additional costs may also apply to the trip reward for those located outside of the United States. In 

addition, the major drawing only takes place once the Membership Enrollment ICO reaches a minimum 
threshold of five million dollars. 

Webcast Drawings 
 Regular webcasts will happen live throughout the Membership Enrollment ICO, featuring team 
members, advisors, small businesses, and local scenery. Giveaways for participation in the webcast will 
occur frequently and will include exclusive GoneTrippin hoodies. 

Affiliate Program 
 An affiliate program will run parallel to the Membership Enrollment ICO to reach an even larger 
audience. Affiliates, by reaching out to their followers and viewers, can increase GoneTrippin’s exposure and 
will be rewarded for bringing other new members to GoneTrippin. If you are interested in being a part of this 
program, please contact GoneTrippin Inc at support@gonetrippin.com. 
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Company 
Accendo Software Corporation, established in 2014, has a proven track record in developing 

software. Having already successfully released a product into production, Soliciti® (www.soliciti.com), 
Accendo Software Corporation knows what it takes to turn dreams into reality, and is energized to help 
bring to life its offshoot, GoneTrippin Inc, using all the talents that its ambitious team can muster. Accendo 
believes in applying passion to technology in order to help enrich the human experience. 

The Accendo and GoneTrippin Team
 
Abhishek Kumar  
DevOps Engineer 
 
Abraham Binesh 
Software Engineer 
 
Alex Carroll 
Software Engineer 
 
Alex Danylov  
Engineering Team Manager 
 
Andrey Chorniy 
Senior Software Engineer 
 
Andrii Plieshch 
Engineering Team Manager 
 
Cameron Rinaldi 
Blockchain Engineer 
 
Cassandra Kessinger 
Administrator & Researcher 
 
Ce Yu 
Senior Creative Designer 
 
Christine Hilsinger 
Team Support/HR Manager 
 
Emaun Kashfipour 
Marketing Strategist 
 
 

 
Eugene Bovkun  
Senior Software Engineer 
 
Gene Testa 
Senior Graphics Designer 
 
Hassan Zarrabi 
Senior Creative Engineer 
 
Himanshu Mahajan  
Senior DevOps Engineer 
 
Jalil Zarrabi 
VP Operations 
 
Joseph Limb 
Blockchain Systems Architect 
 
Mandana Shadfar 
Accountant 
 
Mehdi Basiri 
Senior Software Engineer 
 
Michael Weaver 
Marketing Strategist 
 
Mike Torabi 
Senior DevOps Architect 
 
Mohammad "Saiid" Paryavi, 
Ph.D. 
Chairman and CEO 
 

 
Pavel Padalka 
Software Engineer 
 
Nikolay Apostol 
Senior Graphics Designer 
 
Nikolay Chorniy  
Senior Software Engineer 
 
Nickolay Golovskoy 
Software Engineer 
 
Ren Garner  
Product Manager 
 
Reyhaneh Safavi 
Quality Assurance Manager 
 
Stanislav Demianets 
Software Engineer 
 
Vadim Deineka  
Senior Software Engineer 
 
Victor Manzar  
Senior Software Engineer 
 
Vitalii Sereda 
Senior Software Engineer 
 
Zohreh Zarrabi 
Business Analyst

 
For full team profiles, please visit the team page at gonetrippin.com/team.html 
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Expert Advisors 
Simon Cocking 
Chief ICO Advisor 

Simon Cocking is rated as the absolute top ICO advisor by ICOBench. GoneTrippin Inc and Accendo 
Software are extremely happy to have the benefit of his experience and success in the world of ICOs, where 
Mr. Cocking represents the very pinnacle of smart decision making in the Crypto Coin world. Being Senior 
Editor at Irish Tech News, Editor in Chief at CryptoCoinNews, and a regular contributor to numerous other 
publications, Mr. Cocking’s voice on the subject is easily the most sought-after in the world. He is an 
accomplished public speaker at events including TEDx, Web Summit, Dublin Tech Summit, and overseas in 
Dubai, Singapore, Moscow, Tel Aviv, Madrid, Tbilisi, Riga, Porto, Dublin and Helsinki in the last 12 months 
alone. As an advisor, there is no one more talented and knowledgeable on creating a successful ICO launch 
and all its constituent parts. 
 
Dr. Hans Koning 
Blockchain, Cryptocurrency, Business Advisor 

An internationally experienced advisor known for his drive and focus, Dr. Hans Koning TIIM is renown 
as an innovator, strategist, visionary, business developer, and successfully manager of companies, in all 
corners of the world. Drs. Koning has helped propel forward numerous enterprises that started as mere ideas. 
“I love anything disruptive and innovative, but especially things that are odd or potentially throw me out of my 
comfort zone.” Never afraid to adapt or innovate, Drs. Koning is a master in the world of cryptocurrency and 
frontier investment.  
 
Dr. David Meszaros, LLM 
Legal Advisor - ICO, Crypto, Blockchain 
 The seemingly nebulous and quickly expanding world of blockchain technology, ICOs, and 
cryptocurrency at large comes with a labyrinthine assortment of potential legal questions. When it comes to 
all matters that arise at the intersection of blockchain and law, Dr. David Meszaros, CEO and Founder of 
Meszaros Law, is among the world’s leading experts and most trusted voices. With a depth of knowledge 
and legal leadership that comes from years of experience, Accendo and GoneTrippin are given that much 
more confidence by having the benefit of Dr. Meszaros’ invaluable counsel. 
 
Michael S. Krotman 
Legal Advisor - Corporate Attorney 

Lending his wide array of legal knowledge and mastery to GoneTrippin Inc and Accendo Software, 
Mr. Krotman is a Rockville-based attorney with an impressive range of specialties. Well-known for his drive 
and precision and valued for his mastery of all relevant legal subjects, Mr. Krotman’s counsel and advice is 
heeded with gravity. We’re honored to have access to Michael S. Krotman’s expertise as GoneTrippin moves 
towards expanding an ecosystem that creates win-win outcomes for everyone. 
 
Erin-Michael Gill 
Business & IP Advisor 

Founder and CEO at Genaesis, Erin-Michael Gill has the ability to see everything through the lens 
of business and investment. From product creation to intellectual property to marketing and financing—there 
is no aspect of a quintessentially flourishing organization that Mr. Gill isn’t steeped in. Accendo and 
GoneTrippin Inc are pleased and honored to have his advice and wisdom as exciting new ventures are 
embarked upon.  
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Christopher Neil, DCOM® 
Travel Industry Tech Advisor 

The travel industry is filled with complex technological twists and turns—some quite literal, and no 
one has a deeper or more versatile knowledge of travel industry technologies than Chris Neil. The cross-
section of technology and travel is increasingly blurred, and Mr. Neil understands this on a profound level. 
With over 20 years of high-level, IT experience from enterprise companies, including over 10 years of 
experience helping to revolutionize Expedia, and solidifying its place as one of the world’s foremost travel 
giants, Chris remains a titan of the travel industry and of hybrid infrastructure leadership. We wanted to 
ensure that we had access to the mind of someone with the skills, knowledge, and deep travel industry 
experience to help build the GoneTrippin ecosystem. He is known for his drive and passion for infrastructure, 
capacity management, and business acumen and is a welcome addition to the advisory team. 
 
Ali Rasekh, CISSP, CEH, CCSK 
Security Advisor 

Ali Rasekh is the leading mind in the field of cybersecurity. Equipped with the accomplishments, 
knowledge, and experience that comes from years of leadership experience in cybersecurity innovation, Ali 
has been one of the most sought-out voices on the subject. Accendo has felt continuous reassurance by 
building a powerful foundation of security under his auspices.  
 
Greg (G.) Crumpton 
Business & Marketing Advisor 

Believing that the best way to earn is by serving others, Mr. Greg Crumpton is recognized for his 
ability to foster win-win situations in business and in life. With masterful business acumen and razor-sharp 
marketing expertise, GoneTrippin is greatly strengthened by the inclusion of Mr. Crumpton’s keen advice. 
Greg believes in the continuous nature of entrepreneurialism. With business interests and involvements in 
markets as varied as you could imagine, Greg has a hand in everything from Colombian Coffee with The 
Common Place & Sky Mountain Coffee, to various start-ups in the emerging technology world. He’s a 
philanthropist and believes in giving back as, after all, people comes first in a world that is necessarily driven 
by business and technology. GoneTrippin benefits greatly from the mind and heart of someone who 
understands business, sales, marketing, and the human connection that they all relate to. 
 
Moe Ibrahim 
Travel Industry Advisor 

Mr. Moe Ibrahim is a distinguished entrepreneur with significant operational experience in the real 
estate, food & beverage, and hospitality industries. Eclectic in background but with array of specialized skills 
that come from intensive first-hand experience on all sides of the travel industry and its peripherals. From 
beginning to end, from online portal operator to facility owner and manager, Moe knows what it takes to 
combine tried-and-true methodology with revolutionary innovation to make the GoneTrippin ecosystem and 
processes as conducive to positive, satisfying travel experiences as possible. We’re motivated by his passion 
and knowledge, and GoneTrippin is extremely happy to have him as an invaluable advisor.  
 
Eugen Paraschiv 
Technical Advisor 

Eugen has a passion for building teams dedicated to the creation and maintenance of application 
security and efficacy. Using video and other teaching vehicles, Eugen is able to provide guidance and advice 
on the intricacies of everything from crypto-utility tokens to security in Spring web applications. Human-
centered, but mathematically minded, Accendo is proud to have Eugen’s guidance and knowledge. 
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Babak Shahpar  
Technical Advisor 

Artificial intelligence, algorithms, enterprise architecture, agile methodologies, blockchain, and smart 
contracts are a mere sampling of Babak’s technical knowledge and leadership skills. A trusted name in 
technology integration and bleeding-edge, applied computer science. Babak is thrilled to use the culmination 
of his talents and expertise to help guide GoneTrippin Inc and Accendo Software Corporation into even 
greater success. 
 
Habib Parvin-Nejad, Ph.D. 
Analytics Advisor 

Dr. Parvin-Nejad has been known by the Accendo and GoneTrippin teams as the “Titan of Analytics”. 
Famous for his ability to produce actionable, optimized recommendations based on advanced, sophisticated 
statistical models and analytics, Dr. Parvin-Nejad views the path to a successful eco-system through the lens 
of consolidation, analysis, and interpretation of various large data sets and through techniques such as 
segmentation analysis. 
 
Shirin Elkoshairi 
Infrastructure Advisor 

Shirin Elkoshairi was working with clients for their cloud computing needs long before the term cloud 
computing was coined. He has a deep understanding of IT workloads and the most efficient way to deliver 
their benefits to end users. Currently, Shirin is Co-Founder at Colo Advisor, an 11-year-old cloud consulting 
firm. In his spare time, Shirin mentors MBA students at Washington State University’s MBA program as they 
tackle real-world business challenges for actual clients. 

Accounting Firm 

Bull, Shams-Azar, Larkin & Cohen, PA 
Certified Public Accountants 

On all matters financial, GoneTrippin Inc and Accendo Software are pleased to have the assistance 
of the certified accounting firm of Bull, Shams-Azar, Larkin & Cohen, PA. A partnership comprised of five 
seasoned CPAs with specialties and proficiencies pertinent to GoneTrippin’s endeavours. This esteemed 
partnership is known for so much more than number crunching and analysis. Their combined knowledge of 
Accounting, Economics, and related laws are invaluable and very much appreciated. 
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Become a GoneTrippin Club Member 
Now is the ideal time to combine the power of the blockchain with the ever-growing desire for an 

authentic and affordable road trip—each and every time. GoneTrippin Inc invites everyone to become a 
member and make every trip an adventure™. 
 

To become a club member and participate in our Pre-Sale or Membership Enrollment ICO, visit 
gonetrippin.com 
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